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Overview 
This white paper is a companion piece to our popular webinar where we share our insights on using the Systematic 
Literature Review (SLR) to Empower Data-Driven Decisions in your Organization. 

Watch 

the Task List on the final page to prepare a robust, methodologically-sound SLR.

Every day, pharma and medical device companies need data from SLRs to inform, direct, and help drive their 
internal processes and decisions that move their companies forward. Of course, clinical literature is also required 
for compliance with global regulatory requirements. Conducting SLRs to search, screen, and extract data from 
published sources can present challenges to your team in terms of expertise (e.g., medical librarian), methodology, and 
resources. It takes trained people with the availability to screen, review, and analyze the literature. 

The Criterion Edge companion webinar Systematic Literature Review: How to Empower Data-Driven Decisions 
in your Organization for deeper insight on this topic by Laurie Mitchell followed by a lively 30-minute Q&A. Steps 
for conducting a SLR and three case studies that highlight the ways organizations can inform their decision-
making using data derived from the SLR process are discussed. Of course, you can always reach out to us directly 
for specific questions about your scientific communication strategy.

Solution
Adopting a transparent, reproducible, and robust process for SLRs is essential to align with best practices and 
global regulatory expectations. It is important to both understand the steps for conducting a methodologically-
sound SLR and how to adopt robust SLR processes within your own organization. This will allow the use of 
published data to meet regulatory expectations and inform critical internal decisions processes. 

Use  

https://criterionedge.com/
https://criterionedge.com/resources/#resources-webinar
mailto:consult%40criterionedge.com?subject=
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Definition of Systematic Literature Review*  
A clear and methodologically sound plan for the identification, retrieval, selection, appraisal, and weighting 
of published data 

The SLR has long been the “gold standard” methodology for evidence-based research. SLR is used in academic 
and professional arenas to develop clinical practice guidelines and recommendations and to describe and support 
academic-based research initiatives.

* 

*See PRISMA: Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic reviews and Meta-Analyses: the PRISMA statement (Moher et. al. 2009) for more detail 
http://www.prisma-statement.org/statement.htm

Those same rigorous principles are now being mandated by global 
regulatory authorities and have been adopted by pharmaceutical, 
medical device, and in vitro device (IVD) manufacturers as best practice.

When to Conduct a Systematic Literature Review 
Conduct a SLR when there is insufficient manufacturer-available data to address an organizational need or 
regulatory requirement. Below you can find a non-exhaustive list of examples where an SLR is either mandatory or 
helpful for companies to make informed, data-driven decisions.

SLR

Describe Off-Label 
Usage

Prepare CER for MDR 
Compliance

Develop White Papers 
or Clinical Marketing 

Materials

Gain Insight into 
Unknown Hazards

Assess Current 
Therapeutic 
Landscape

Support Regulatory 
Responses

Inform 
Recommendations for 

Additional Analysis

https://criterionedge.com/
http://www.prisma-statement.org/statement.htm
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Internet Search vs Systematic Literature Review: Critical Difference
A SLR is not an internet search. Internet searches should be considered “ad hoc” because they do not follow a pre-
determined, planned methodology. 

A SLR, but not an internet search, encompasses:

 Comprehensive and thorough results extensively scoped across all relevant literature sources
 Searches run on a platform with access to all relevant databases, minimally Embase and Medline 
 Advanced Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) terminology and search syntax
 Methodology that is clearly documented and reproducible, reliably yielding the same results each time 
 Objectivity in screening and selection of the literature

Steps for Conducting a Systematic Literature Review 
Every methodologically-sound SLR has 5 clearly defined steps: 

1. SCOPE. Scoping develops and defines the research question or questions that are under investigation. 
2. SEARCH. The SLR requires a librarian with experience designing medical information search strategies. 

Key search parameters such as relevant search terms, inclusion and exclusion criteria, and limits need to 
be defined.

3. SCREEN. Screening is a labor-intensive process that requires trained personnel to follow pre-established 
eligibility criteria to minimize bias. Transparency and reproducibility are critical components of the 
screening process, and you should definitely document the screening decisions. 

4. EXTRACT. Data extraction should be prospectively planned and consistent; the use of pre-defined, easy 
to use data-extraction forms is advised, as it helps avoid human error. 

5. REPORT. As a rule of thumb, your documentation should be sufficiently detailed to support full 
replication, so the importance of transparent reporting cannot be overstated. 

Case Studies
The companion webinar reviews three case studies that highlight ways organizations can inform their decision-
making using data derived from the systematic literature review process. 

Case Study:

The full discussion of these case studies can be seen in the companion webinar.

 Current Data Needed for Clinical Development Plan
 Clinical Definitions Expanded for Patent Application Support
 Medical Affairs Justification to Management

https://criterionedge.com/
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Does your organization need data for:
 Regulatory responses?
 Clinical reports?

Systematic Literature Review Checklist 
for Data-Driven Decisions

Characteristics Ad-Hoc Internet 
search

Systematic 
Literature Review

Are the search results comprehensive and thorough?

Can multiple literature databases be searched?

Is flexible search terminology supported?

Is the search reproduceable, reliably yielding the 
same or similar results each time?

Can you demonstrate objectivity in screening 
and selection?

Are you performing an ad-hoc internet search or a SLR? Use the table of characteristics below to assess whether 
your methodology is sound and robust. 

 Organizational strategy?
 Product line decisions?

Are your research questions clearly developed and 
described? 

Do you have a literature search scoping worksheet 
to help you document the process? 

Do you have all the resources to perform the SLR?
 Do you have access to the right expertise, such 
as a medical librarian, to consult with and design a 
sound search strategy?

 Access to the appropriate databases (e.g., Embase 
and Medline)

 Bandwidth to have all data results screened 
by humans

Have you identified where to search by selecting 
the relevant databases? 

 Will you be including unpublished data sources? 

Are you using established appraisal methodology 
(e.g., guidance from the Oxford Center for Evidence-
Based Medicine, Global Harmonization Task Force)?

https://criterionedge.com/
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  At Criterion Edge we consider ourselves to be CER document matter experts as 
well as CER project managers. Reach out to us at consult@criterionedge.com 

for a free consult and/or scoping of your document.

https://criterionedge.com/
mailto:consult%40criterionedge.com?subject=

